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Topics from our Virtual Benching
Congratulations members, you are growing your orchids well and contributing to us all maintaining our sanity in this
trying covid-19 situation. Thank you all so much for kindly going to the trouble of taking your photos and sending
them in. And thanks you Jenny for the wonderful job you do in assembling the contributions and organizing all the
wonderful tit bits of info to go with them. You must spend an enormous amount of time researching many of them.
When the ‘VB’ document arrived, I went back and forth through it jotting down lovely subjects for a little further
expansion in the bulletin but eventually, I just had to stop. I had 13 subjects on my list but I doubt I can cover even all
those. I will just have to prune and save something for another time.
As usual, there were many delicious pink, mauve, white toned Cattleyas
to drool over this month, but my personal vote for the most beautiful
orchid was Trevor and Pauline’s Cattleya Mem. Robert Strait. That lip
colour really turned me on, but unfortunately, it turned out to be a trick of
the light. Trevor tells me it is a mericlone of the cultivar ‘Redlands’
which, while still magnificent, doesn’t quite have that shade of red lip.
I guess there would have been other ‘Catts’ in the VB that orchid judges
would rate higher, rounder shape, flossier lips etc, and I loved those too,
but I really like these open lipped Catt. walkeriana type hybrids.
I wasn’t going to analyse this one’s genetic background. It seemed wrong
somehow, but I looked it up in Orchidwiz anyway, just so I could tell you
when it was created and what its brothers and sisters looked like. Well
that was a surprise. It is quite an old cross, being first created in 1990
(parents walkeriana x Wayndora) although I am sure it has been made
again several times to make different colour combos using different parent cultivars. And boy, are there some nice
ones. Redlands isn’t one of the 10 awarded cultivars yet but it looks as good as just about any of them.
Here are just a few of the awarded cultivars to show you the general range. In checking out published pictures though,
I was rather surprised to find substantial variation among the flowers of supposedly the same cultivars. Perhaps there
has been variation introduced in the mericloning process? I guess we will never know. Just be careful if you expect an
exact duplicate match of what you have seen.

‘Islander delight’

‘Redland’

‘Blue Hawaii’

Diana

The opinions and recommendations published in this bulletin are those of the authors of the various items. The Ku-Ring-Gai Orchid Society Inc
disclaims responsibility for any losses or damages that may be attributed to the use or misuse of any material or any opinion published in this bulletin.
The bulletin and its content are protected by copyright and no part of them may be reproduced or re-used without the permission of the author.
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Society News (if anyone has a news item, please phone Jim on 9476 3383, or email at jimbrydie@bigpond.com )
President Dennys’ Desk – With the Victorian situation re-emerging as a concern and closing of the Victorian-NSW
border it is likely that the distancing constraints will remain in place. Our committee is still keeping in touch to make
sure there are no surprises that will adversely affect our society. If you need a connection or someone to have a chat
with, this has happened so, please do not hesitate to contact me day or night, 24/7, on 0438877689.
Membership Extension – The committee has agreed unanimously, that for all paid up members, membership of KOS
will be extended until the end of the 2021 membership year.
New Member – Normally the welcome to new members is given in the body of the bulletin. However, this time it is
special since we have a new member that has signed up during this difficult time. Welcome John O’Ryan, and thank
you for joining our society. I look forward to meeting you in a less virtual manner, hopefully in the near future.
St. Ives Orchid Show (SIOS) – By now most of you would have heard that the show has been cancelled. It is a real
pity but safety is important and it would not have been even near the same wonderful experience if it had gone ahead.
I thank the SIOS committee for their careful consideration and logical decision.
Virtual Benching – As usual, the VB activity is very popular and again Jenny, thank you and all the members for
making it so. My naive favourite is Coryanthes macrantha grown by Gowan Stewart; just wonderful. The other
delightful experience that this activity gives me is the glimpses into the gardens and shade houses of other members –
such a tease. Perhaps a publication resource for later Jim? Janine and I do own some of these plants and I hope they
grow to be of a similar standard. I am also using the VB as a guide for future purchases.
Communications of appreciation – I continue to have phone calls from members, some from far away, who are
appreciative of the efforts KOS members are undertaking to ensure that our members stay connected via our bulletin
and VB activity, especially Jenny and Jim in particular. It is important to inform you all that your contributions to the
VB are working to the point where people who are both located in or, remote to Sydney or, laid up, are making people
happy and giving comfort.

Other Society News – as most members perhaps already know, one of our ex committee members – James Duguid,
passed away on the 7th June after a battle with cancer. James hadn’t been attending meetings in recent years but
always maintained the same interest in growing orchids that we all share. Farewell James, rest in peace.
Worthy Mentions in the VB
Apart from the lovely and fascinating orchids I have enjoyed writing up in a little more detail this month, there were a
few others I also just had to mention even though I had to pass them over just this time.
1. That wonderful Bratonia Charles M Fitch of Dora Law’s was the best I have seen. Congratulations Dora. That was
Championship grower standard and I didn’t know it could ever look like that. I am going to try harder with mine now.
2. The wonderful array of Phallies. Every month we get a new display of lovely Phalaenopsis. This month we had a
rich yellow and red spotted one, pinks, whites, and a beautifully coloured little species. It is amazing how Phallies
have gone from an orchid for experienced hothouse growers only, to everyone’s indoor plant, in such a short space of
time. Keep it up growers. They are wonderful.
3. How about those pictures of Jenny’s showing how her Wilsonara Tan Treasures changes colour as it matures
shortly after opening. Probably a reflection of the complex mix of colour genes competing for expression dominance.
Her orchid is now more correctly called an Oncostele (i.e. Oncidium x Rhynchostele) after recent taxonomic changes
that turned all the old Odontoglossums into either Oncidiums or Rhynchosteles. One Tan Treasures forebear was once
even a Miltonia (warscewiczii) before being eventually declared an Oncidium (fuscatum). A beautiful orchid Jenny.
4. Holcoglossum wangii? Now there is a name you don’t hear very often. Holcoglossum are genus of small
vandaceous orchids from Asia with terete leaves. They mostly have white flowers but some are pink or mauve or have
a coloured lip. They are mostly intermediate condition growers but some grow cool and they are all attractive
flowerers. We will probably see more of them, or hybrids from them, in coming years, because they are small plants.
5. What more can be said beyond those great pictures of Gowan’s Coryanthes & Jenny’s internet references. We have
all heard of various orchids tendencies to pollination via sexual imitation, but that was a bit embarrassing.
6. Mediocalcar decoratum. This is just the very most cute orchid in existence. How can little orange and yellow jug
shape flowers be orchids, and that bright green fleshy foliage not be some kind of succulent. There are 20 odd species
in Mediocalcar, all with little jug flowers but some in red and white, one red and green, and a few orange. They are
from the highlands of PNG so can grow cold with reasonable care. Don’t forget though, that PNG highlands are not
snow fields. These are humid mountain tropics and not too cold. Look them up. Beautiful oddities but most sprawl a
bit. Decoratum is the one that grows most easily and makes a delightful pot full.

Corona Virus information
During this period of covid 19 lockdown, it is advisable to regularly take your clothes out of the closet, air them out,
and let them stand in the sunlight. Recent studies have shown that if clothes are kept hanging in closets over
lockdown, they shrink.
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Three Related Cattleya Alliance Hybrids
Gowan’s
Dora Law’s

Gowan’s

Epicatt (Epc.) Gerardus Staaal

Epc. René Marqués ‘Flame Thrower’

Sergioara Yokosuka Story

Can you see a certain similarity among these three beautiful Cattleya/Epidendrum hybrids? I guess the fact that they
are all Epidendrum x Cattleya hybrids might suggests that it could well be an Epidendrum species common to their
breeding. Now I wonder which of thousands that might be?
Well for experienced growers it isn’t really much of a mystery. The parent
they all have in common, that gives them that “look”, and that colour
scheme, is the highly desired Epidendrum pseudepidendrum. A species with
amazingly coloured flowers and a strange name.
The name ‘pseudepidendrum’ means false Epidendrum. However, it isn’t
really a false Epidendrum. When first discovered it was described in a
different genus as Pseudepidendrum spectabile so when it was realized it was
really an Epidendrum, its defunct genus name was memorialized by making
it the species name. Perfectly logical, I think?
Epi. pseudepidendrum is native to Costa Rica and Panama. In Costa Rica, it
occurs mostly in lowland forests and low mountain forests, at the relatively low altitudes of 400-1000 m. In Panama,
it can be found at the slightly higher altitude of 1200 m, but that is still low and it makes this species a warm grower
in our Sydney climate. Due to the destruction of its native habitats it is rarely found in nature these days but it is quite
popular in cultivation so I guess it is not in any danger of being lost to us any time soon. (thank goodness).
Unfortunately for its lovers, pseudepidendrum has pseudobulbs (canes) from 60 cm to 1.5 m tall, and usually on the
taller side of that. Despite everyone being in love with its colours, the size of the orchid and its need for some winter
warmth makes it a bit problematic for Sydney orchid growers. Thus, you can understand why intergeneric hybrids
featuring this star species have great attraction.
From what I have seen, hybrids created from cane like (reedstem) Epidendrums generally follow the Epidendrum in
stem shape and flower shape, but the Cattleya parent shortens its stem. It is rather bad luck for us though, that the
orange colour in pseudepidendrum seems recessive and usually turns out as yellow in the hybrid. However, when Epi.
pseudepidendrum is crossed with naturally orange or red flowered Cattleyas (or relatives) the orange/red from the
Cattleya parent is dominant. For example, look at For example look at Epiphronitis Veitchii (1890) below.
E. radicans is a moderate size reedstem that comes
mostly in orange or red, with canes about 60cm
tall although some are taller, some shorter. It is as
tough as boots and does well as a garden plant in
Sydney in a sunny position. When crossed with
the miniature, brilliant red flowered Sophronitis
coccinea it produces Epiphronitis Veitchii which
also has red flowers but looks something like a
miniature radicans with slightly better flowers and
stems usually only 20 – 30 cm tall.
Sophronitis coccinea
x Epi. Radicans = Epiphr. Veitchii
The 3 hybrids under discussion here, as a group shown in our Virtual Benching, are quite different to one another.
René Marqués is the oldest of the 3, being registered in 1979. It is the first pseudepidendrum hybrid I ever saw, even
though there were many made and registered before that, dating way back to 1890. René Marqués is the cross
between Epi. Pseudepidendrum and Catt Claesiana (Claesiana = loddigesii x intermedia). The Cattleya parents make
René’s stems thicker and a little more squat but it still looks like an Epidendrum and can still be up to a metre tall
when grown well. Due to the recessive orange, the flowers look like a bit like yellow pseudepidendrums.
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Gerardus Staal (2002) is pseudepidendrum crossed with Catt schilleriana which has
sharply coloured flowers in browns and purples, and is probably the reason for the
additional colour compared to René Marqués. I can’t find a description of the plant but
I would assume it would be similar in form to René Marqués.
Sergioara Yokosuka Story is René Marqués crossed with a lovely lemon yellow,
smaller flowered, standard Cattleya. It is a considerably later cross (2014) and involves schilleriana
15 Cattleya species, 2 Rhyncholaelia, 1 Guaranthe (the old orange Cattleya aurantiaca),
and one more “unknown”. The ‘unknown’ is only 1.6% of the gene pool so perhaps
can be dismissed. The point is, while pseudepidendrum is reduced to 25% of the pool, it is still quite significant for
the flower shape and colour. However, the plant is more Cattleya like in shape in this more complex hybrid, and only
about 20-25cm tall. It has heads of 7-8cm flowers just above the leaves. Very attractive.
It seems clear that we are well on the way to producing Cattleya-like smaller plants, hopefully with pseudepidendrum
flower shape and colour. Hopefully, cooler growing and soon? One can at least dream.
Coelogyne Coelogyne Bird in Flight (Gowan Stewart) – How do you like that lip? Now that is depth in colour. It is
so red it is almost black. This hybrid is one of only a dozen primary hybrids
registered so far from the sensational Coelogyne
usitana, a Philippines species described for the first
time in only 2001. I think we are going to see some
exciting new colours for Coelogyne from usitana.
Coelogyne is one of those genera we all grow. Most
have white flowers. However, the ‘easy to grow’ ones
get a bit boring after a while because they multiply,
are cheap, and just everywhere.
C. usitana
The genus is probably less popular than it should be
though because it contains some very attractive species and hybrids and some
incorporate interesting colours. They are not all “grow in a tree in your backyard” easy either. Some are outright
hothouse subjects, some need to be understood to cultivate well. If you see one that really takes your fancy, please do
your research first to make sure that you can provide what it needs and grow it well.
Bird in Flight is the cross between two quite handsome species (lawrenceana x usitana) but both parents also have
drawbacks to be considered.
Coel. lawrenceana is an epiphytic species with relatively large flowers at 11cm across and a very attractive coloured
and patterned lip. There are several different colour versions of it in the wild. All are attractive. My usual sources
don’t tell me the elevation at which it is found so I always assumed it was a warm grower and have mine in my
glasshouse. However, in writing this I I have now found a website that says it is found at 2500 m in the Himalayas
and Vietnam. That elevation should easily see it grow cold in Sydney so perhaps I have been molly-coddling mine.
The negative is that it only has three flowers to a raceme, successively and one flower at a time.
Coel. usitana is found only on the island of Mindanao in the Philippines at elevations around
800 m. It has the most stunningly coloured lip of all Coelogynes, and reasonable flower size
at 7cm, but it too is a successive flowerer, one at a time, on a dangling pendent raceme. And
this time the flowers face the ground when open. Probably a very practical strategy to keep
your sexual parts dry in the rain, but not the most attractive way to show off your flowers to
orchid growers.
Usitana is a glasshouse orchid in Sydney but grows well and flowers reliably. I have grown
mine for some time and repotted and divided it a few times. All divisions grow well.
I haven’t flowered the Bird in Flight that I bought as a seedling, so I don’t know its growing
characteristics just yet. Gowans looks like it has usitanas lip colour and lawrenceana’s size.
Looks nice.
Modern Technology
When I bought my Blackberry, I thought about the 30-year business I ran with 1800 employees, all without a cell
phone that plays music, takes videos, pictures and communicates with Facebook and Twitter.
I signed up under duress for Twitter and Facebook, so my seven kids, their spouses, my 13 grand kids and 2 great
grand kids could communicate with me in the modern way. I figured I could handle something as simple as Twitter
with only 140 characters of space.
My phone was beeping every three minutes with the details of everything except the bowel movements of the entire
next generation. I am not ready to live like this. I keep my cell phone in the garage in my golf bag – for emergencies.
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Cattleyas, Cattleyas, Cattleyas – What star growers we have among us for these delightful flossy things. I hope the
rest of you, like me, i.e. the not-so-star Cattleya growers, realise how lucky we are to get to see what they should look
like and to be able to get such experts to help us learn and help us decide which ones to buy.
My own taste has always tended to the slightly out of the ordinary, and I have loved
Rlc. Erin
that fantastic lemon green Erin Kobayashi pictured in the VB since I first saw it
Kobayashi
many years ago. You might be surprised to hear that green is rather a rare colour in
‘Lahaina
Gold’
orchid flowers. I suspect it is because flowers are designed to stand out to attract a
pollinator, and the colour green blends into the background too easily. The “Erin
K.” pictured this month belonged to Trevor and Pauline Onslow but the cross was
registered in 1980 so it has been around a long time. One thing to note here though
is that not all Erin Kobayashis are green/gold. Some other colours are plain yellow,
creams, cream with a purple lip, white tinged green with a purple lip, green with a
purple lip.
The Onslow’s orchid and the one I love too, is Erin Kobayashi ‘Laihana Gold’
which has an AM award with the American O. Soc. It has up to 3 flowers (12cm natural spread) and is so delicious
you could eat it like an ice cream.
The other “Catt” I really liked in this month’s VB was the fluffy greenish yellow Rlc
California Girl x Rth Dal’s Moon of Lina Huang’s. This cross hasn’t been registered
yet so it has to go by its parent’s names. You would think any responsible parent
would have at least named their child by now, wouldn’t you?
How could you not fall in love with this head of fairy floss as soon as you saw it? A
lovely soft yellow white colour with perhaps a slight greenish tinge, and a huge frilly
lip that is obviously descended from the old Brassavola digbyana species that is now a
Rhyncholaelia. Digbyana was the the reason for 90% of the “B”’s in the old acronym
BLC that represented a three genera hybrid between Brassavola, Laelia, and Cattleya.
However, this orchid of Lina’s looks like it might be one of those slightly mutant
types where the petals show some of the characteristics of the lip, which is really just
a specialised petal anyway. You can see some ruffling of the edges of the petals just
like the edges of the lip, giving the flower a particularly feminine flossy look. Very attractive.
I bet you just love this one every time you flower it Lina.

-----------------------------The Redhead (at a time prior to Covid 19) - A man was dining alone in a fancy restaurant and there was a gorgeous
redhead sitting at the next table. He had been checking her out since he sat down, but lacked the nerve to talk with
her. Suddenly she sneezed, and her glass eye came flying out of its socket towards the man. Being a bit of a
sportsman, he reflexively reached out, grabbed it out of the air, and handed it back.
'Oh my, I am so sorry, the woman said, as she popped her eye back in place. 'Let me buy you dinner to make up for it.'
They enjoyed a wonderful dinner together, and afterwards they went to the theatre followed by drinks. They talked,
they laughed, she shared her deepest dreams and he shared his. She listened to him with interest.
After paying for everything, she asked him if he would like to come to her place for a nightcap and stay for breakfast.
They had a wonderful, wonderful time. The next morning, she cooked a gourmet meal with all the trimmings. The
guy was amazed. Everything had been so incredible!
'You know,' he said, 'you are the perfect woman. Are you this nice to every guy you meet?'
'No,' she replies. .. .... 'You just happened to catch my eye.'
------------------

Helping in the Kitchen A man sees his wife busy in the kitchen preparing dinner
so he asks “can I help”. She says “sure, take this bag of potatoes and peel half of
them and put them in a pot to boil”.
I don’t know, no matter what we men do, we seem to get yelled at.
------------------

Excuses, excuses My wife crashed the car again today. She told the police that
the man she crashed into was on his mobile phone at the time and drinking a can
of beer. Police told her that the gentleman was entitled to do whatever he
wanted in his living room.
------------------

More Corona Humour - The number of Corona virus jokes is reaching alarming
numbers. Experts say we are experiencing a pundemic.
And just remember, whenever you are using your time travel machine, never ever set the dial to 2020
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Phragmipedium Sedenii (Christine Rethers)
What an elegant picture. I couldn’t compose a picture as well
as that if I spent a week trying. And what an elegant orchid
too. Did you know that sedenii was among the very earliest of
orchid hybrids ever made? It was registered by the Veitch and
Sons nursery in London in 1873.
Sedenii’s parents are the Phrag. species longifolium and
schlimii. Longifolium is the less attractive of the two with
colours in brownish purple and green but it has larger flowers
(15cm) than the attractive balloon shape lip, pink and white
schlimii, whose flowers are only
5cm across.
But before we go any further, how much do you know about the
genus Phragmipedium?
Despite their obviously common characteristics with their
cousins the Paphiopedilums,
one genus evolved in Asia, the other in the Americas. The two
genera have never been
together naturally in the same continental landmass. There is
just one common relative of
the two that does occur in both Europe/Asia and the Americas,
and that is Cypripedium.
A recent paper I read on the evolution of the slipper orchid group concluded that it was significant that there was
independent existence of conduplicate leaved slipper orchids in both Europe/Asia and the Americas – i.e. the
Paphiopedilums in Europe/Asia, and Phragmipediums and Mexipedium in the Americas. (Conduplicate leaf orchids
are those with a fold in the leaf right along its length. (Note, Cypripediums do not have conduplicate leaves.)
This suggested that a now extinct ancestor of the conduplicate leaf slipper orchids could have had a continuous
distribution in the boreotropics. The ‘boreotropics’ were understood to be a continuous band of flora right around the
world in the northern hemisphere between 56 and 34 million years ago. The conduplicate leaved slippers then
migrated southwards on both sides of the Pacific Ocean from this boreotropical flora and became separated due to the
effects of climate cooling separating the sides. The more temperature tolerant Cypripedium slipper orchids which also
evolved from similar ancestors, was able to evolve into a single genera that existed on both sides of the Pacific.
So, it seems that the evolutionary path for slipper orchids was from the north, and not from the earlier break up of
Gondwana land from the south. This is also supported by the lack of slipper orchids in the records from continents
like Australia which also split from Gondwana land and remained isolated.
Apart from Cypripedium, there is one other genera of slipper orchids in the Americas that doesn’t have conduplicate
leaves, and that is Selenipedium in South America. These look something like a Phragmipedium but are thought to
have evolved from the Cypripedium group lineage.
So there you go. Boring stuff finished. Wake up now, get out of your chair and walk around it twice before you sit
down again. We are about to get back to real orchids that we might grow today.
I will start by getting you to rule out looking for 3 of the slipper genera I mentioned above. That is 1. Cypripediums –
these are cold climate plants or at the very least plants adapted to habitats at higher elevations. They do not adapt to
Temperate coastal Sydney. Forget them. And 2. And 3. Selenipedium, and Mexipedium. These are more like
Phragmipediums. They may exist in a few ultra choice collections, but I would be amazed if you ever see one in your
lifetime. Don’t bother. That just leaves Paphiopedilum and Phragmipedium and here I will discuss Phragmipedium.
There are either 15 to 20 species of ‘Phrags’, or as high as 29, depending on who you consult. They are found from
Mexico down throughout Central America and tropical South America. Phrags are all attractive orchids in their own
way. For example, Phrags have a fan shaped cluster of leaves like a Paph but mostly bigger, and are multi-flowering.
Phrag. longifolium, the parent of sedenii, has leaves up to 60 cm long. It has 6 to
10 flowers, sequentially, usually only one or at most two open at a time. The
inflorescence is about 60 to 90cm long, extending as each new flower opens. It
grows as a terrestrial or lithophyte in shallow moist soils, often near streams or on
soils in seepage areas. It usually grows in shade but can sometimes be found in
roadside areas as shown in the picture at the right. It is found from Mexico to
Peru, usually at elevations around 1500-1800 m.
Phrag. schlimii comes from the eastern mountain slopes in Colombia at similar
elevations. It is a much smaller plant with leaves up to 30cm and has an upright infl. also about 30cm. It has 5 or 6
flowers, again sequentially, before the spike terminates. It also grows in constantly moist seepage areas, as do most
Phrags. The hybrid sedenii is pretty much half way between the two parents. Its flowers are bigger than schlimii but
aren’t quite as well shaped or coloured. The plant size is also half way. Still, it is a very popular Phragmipedium and
very robust. It is tough and attractive and makes a great Phrag. for your first try out.
When growing these American slippers, many growers stand them permanently in a saucer to maintain moisture, but
drill a row of holes around the base of the pot just above the saucer level to make sure it doesn’t drown.
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Welcome to my Indoor Orchid Room - by Anne-Maree Thomas. (republished with the permission of the author and of the
Cumberland Orchid Circle. First published in the Cumberland Orchid Circle’s “Orchid News”

(Anne-Maree describes herself as a novice and says her knowledge of orchids and her growing space are still evolving)

From the get-go I did not set out to create an orchid room. This room
was built for the sole purpose of housing my two precious dogs (Rosie
and Meggie) and my cat (Bella).
The room was built off my kitchen in May
2015 and faces north-east. To preserve the
natural light filtering into my kitchen. The
walls, windows and ceiling of the new
addition were made from glass. Other
gently sloping tiled floor, an inbuilt water tap
the room, floor drains around the
aluminium “awning” windows that can be left
inclement weather and allow continuous
important doggy door.

inclusions comprise a
to allow me to hose down
circumference of the room,
partly open during
ventilation, and the allAs summer approached the
glass roof radiated heat and the room became a
furnace. An automated retractable internal
awning (shade cloth) was promptly installed.

Under roof screen

In July 2016, a friend gifted me a white
Phalaenopsis orchid. This plant thrived in my
little room-with new roots, new growth and
flowers galore. I thought…. if this orchid likes
my room then so will others. My objective
became to fill the room with orchids of different genera so I could have something in bloom
every month of the year.
I started watching YouTube channels and researched the types of orchids that would
flourish in my environment. That is when I stumbled across LECA (Lightweight Expanded
Clay Aggregate). LECA pebbles can be used to replace other forms of growing media in a
semi hydroponic or self-watering setup. The pebbles have capillary properties that wick the nutrient solution up from
a reservoir and distribute it evenly to the plant’s roots. The pebbles can also promote better air flow just from the way
they stack. I found the properties of LECA very appealing in that they’re easy to use and never decompose which
equates to reduced repots because of growing media breakdown.
My white Phal became my test subject. I transplanted it from its original sphagnum moss
environment into LECA and a semi hydroponic setup. Two holes were drilled into the
side of a vase to create a water reservoir and the Phal was potted into medium-large sized
LECA clay pebbles. The plant thrived and LECA has now become my media of choice.
My collection has now expanded from one lonely white Phalaenopsis to 200+ orchids in
three years ( I’ve lost count ).
I purchase my LECA from Hydroponic or Aquaponic stores. Like all other media LECA
varies in quality and size.
Quality - Good quality LECA should sink to the bottom when soaked in water for 24
hours. This is a good indicator of the capillary efficacy of the clay pebbles. My preferred
brands are CANNA and Liaflor.
Size - LECA is available in various sizes from 1mm to 20mm. The size of LECA used is
governed by the individual orchid requirements-air, moisture, root size and orchid maturity. I have my Phals,
Cattleyas, Dendrobiums, Epidendrums, Sarcs, Oncidiums, Encyclias, Bulbos and Catasetinae all in 8-16mm diameter
clay pebbles. My Oncidium Twinkles however prefer a more moist environment in 4-8mm clay pebbles.
Preparation of LECA prior to use - Preparing LECA prior to use is critical. When you first open the bag the clay
pebbles are extremely dusty and covered in residue from the firing process. For this reason, it is important to
thoroughly wash the pebbles before use. I wash the pebbles until the water runs clean (sometimes 10 times). I then
boil the pebbles for 20 minutes. I store the clean pebbles in fresh water until use.
Different Setups - I have experimented with two different setups.
1. Semi hydroponic - as previously stated, 2 holes are drilled into the side of a vase to create a water reservoir, and
2. DIY Self watering-I cut strips of microfibre cloth and insert the cloth into the bottom of a clear orchid pot. I
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prefer to use clear pots so I can monitor the growth progress of the roots.
With both setups it is extremely important not to let the LECA dry
out completely. As stated, LECA works by capillary action - it will
wick water from any source including the roots of your orchids.
Transitioning an orchid to LECA I like to set up my orchids for
success. Therefore, timing of the repotting process is critical. I have
found when an orchid is in “active” growth mode (signs of new
growth, new leaves and bright green root tips) is the ideal time. The
new roots grow down into the new media (some straight into the
water reservoir) while the old root system takes a little time to adjust
to the new environment. Some orchids (especially Cattleya) will
entirely dump their old root system - placing even more reliance on the newly developing roots.
Once the orchid is potted into LECA I monitor the progress but take a hands-off approach. I give the plant time to
acclimate and adjust to the new environment.
Repotting an orchid that is in LECA Traditional growing materials
(such as bark, moss, etc.) breakdown and decompose over time. The
media becomes acidic and toxic to the orchids necessitating regular
maintenance and repotting before rot and decay takes hold. LECA is
inorganic and does not breakdown or decompose so there is less
repotting. When the plant outgrows the pot (or gets accidentally
toppled) the same LECA can get reused and it is a simple exercise of
up-potting and adding additional pebbles.
Here is an example of a recent Cattleya repot (and division). You can
see how the roots have adhered to the clay pebbles. There is no need
to disturb the root ball during repotting.
Successes and failures The majority of my collection is in LECA.
However I have found several genera just do better in traditional media in my environment. The orchids that don’t
perform well for me in LECA are: Miltoniopsis; Cymbidium; Masdevalia; Paphiopedilum; Tolumnia
Watering I filter my tap water using a Reverse Osmosis (RO) water filtration system. It is a four-stage filtration syst.
that removes most total dissolved solids (TDS). My filtered water has a TDS of 3 and PH 7.1. To this filtered water I
add Peter’s Excel with CalMag (13-5-20+7CaO+2MgO+TE). During active growth I also add in Calcium Nitrate.
Reportedly LECA is PH neutral. However, on measuring the pH of water runoff, I believe it edges towards alkaline. I
take this into account and make my nutrient solution slightly acidic with a PH of 5.8 and aim for a TDS of 250.
Watering is SIMPLE. I just top up the water reservoirs on a weakly-weekly basis from my 5 litre water pump.
Other bells and whistles - My orchid room
has developed alongside my newly acquired
knowledge. It is now equipped with
oscillating fans going 24/7, a humidifier,
hygrometer, a temperature gauge, tds meter,
PH meter and as the room flows from my
kitchen it benefits from the household
ducted air conditioner (a bonus).
My Orchid Room as at June 2020
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